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What is an Action Plan?

v An Action Plan is a practical and specific proposal for policy 

initiatives,  alternatives, system development, and good governance.

vThe Action Plan is one of the highlights of this Program in terms of 

program outcome.

Ø Participants are asked to provide solutions to the identified issues.

vThe Action Plans should be innovative but feasible. Participants are 

requested to explore the applicability of their experiences, 

observation, and findings from the Program in developing their Action 

Plans.
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Country Case Study (Country Report) 
– Identification of Pending Issues 

▣ Possible subject 1: Status and Problems of ICT Industry and Policy in Nepal▣ Possible subject 2: Necessity and expectation of e-governance in Nepal▣ Possible subject 3: Direction and priority of Nepal's e-governance system development▣ Possible subject 4: Strengthening Public Administration Services for Nepal's Citizens▣ Possible subject 5: Long-term vision and strategy for building e-governance in Nepal                   

CURRENT SITUATIONS OF ONE SPECIAL PROJECT IN YOUR COUNTRY, ITS FUTURE 
PLAN AND COUTNER MEASURES FOR PROBLEMS

Country Report or Business Plan should also include the topic(s) you would like to address for

an alternative policy or a reformative plan. Possible subjects are given below. We would like to

recommend you to refer to the agenda that is meaningful to you and your country.



Country Case Study (Country Report or Business Plan) 
– Identification of Pending Issues 

▣ National level organizational structure associated with your national project 
- Attach a copy of the Ministry/Department of your national project and indicate 

the competent authorities of the planning.
- Attach the chart of the Ministry/Department’s administration structure

▣ Strategic policies on ICT and national project
- Describe governmental/organizational policies or guidelines on the above subjects. 

(Short-term or long-term plan: goals, priorities, strategies, etc.)

▣ The current status and major problems regarding the ICT system or project
- Current status of organization and government, which is related to your project
(e.g., ICT policy and operation, training system, incubation, master plan, etc.)

- Statistics and actual data that are related to your project and ICT implementation 
- Future improvement strategy of each project and its implementation

▣ Current situations of the university education of your country
- Current status of the university education that is related to fostering your national 

project capability

CURRENT SITUATIONS OF EACH PROJECT  IN YOUR COUNTRY, ITS FUTURE PLAN 
AND COUTNER MEASURES FOR PROBLEMS



• A Country Report or Business Plan Presentation Workshop will be held 

at the initial stage of the program.

• Participants (individual/group) are to make a 10 minute or one-hour 

presentation, which will be followed by a open discussion.

• This offers participants an opportunity to analyze and identify their 

countries’ current status and issues on the Program theme from an 

objective point of view and exchange ideas and opinions with other 

participants as well as Korean experts.

Country Report /Business Plan Presentation

Country Case Study (Country Report or Business Plan) 
– Identification of Pending Issues  



Building an Action Plan – In Search of Better Solutions 

• Participants are recommended to research a main topic and establish 

the direction of the Action Plan before departing for Korea.

• Since the Action Plan’s feasibility is very crucial, participants should 

thoroughly discuss with their supervisor(s) whether or not the main topic 

and direction are viable in advance.

• Based on the Country Report or Business Plan presentations, 

participants are encouraged to build the Action Plan by incorporating 

the experiences and findings from the Program.

• Action Plan Guidelines (Template) will be provided to help participants 

develop the Action Plan.

Action Plan Building



Building an Action Plan – In Search of Better Solutions 

(1) Identify various problems and difficulties faced by each country during the 
business plan presentation

(2)  Clarifying Korea-Partner country Industrial Cooperation Issues on each of 
the  four themes being pursued by developing countries

- Korea's experts and students from developing countries formed a subject-specific team to 
define the current level (AS-IS) and goals (TO-BE) of Korea-development cooperation issues.

(3) Undertaking a study on the GAP Analysis and Implementation Plan of 
Korea-Partner country Cooperation Issues

- The two countries jointly develop PCP and implementation plans by analyzing the gap 
between AS-IS (current level of cooperation) and the target of achievement (TO-BE) in the 
future and by exploring joint projects to overcome the gap.

(4) Presenting PCP or Action Plan and reinforcing the cooperative system of 
the two countries

- In the presence of Korean experts and students from developing countries, the latter 
present their own PCP, action plan, role sharing, financing plan, etc. on four subjects and 
decide to maintain strong project teamwork in the future.

Process for Building an Action Plan  



Building an Action Plan – In Search of Better Solutions 

(1)  Group A: How to enhance government officers’ professionalism, 
expertise, and capabilities associated with your national 
project

(2)  Group B: What kind of leadership program should be provided for high level 

policy makers and senior officials to implement your national 

project effectively and efficiently?

(3)  Group C: How can you identify and solve various problems or challenges 

related to current situation of your national project

(4)  Group D: How can you cooperate with stakeholders or MDB to procure the 

necessary budgets or contract a project from KOICA, JICA, etc.

Questions for Action Plan (example) 



Building an Action Plan – In Search of Better Solutions 

• Have a vision, challenge, desired results, root causes prior to developing 

an action plan.

• Brainstorm and then Identify priority actions  to  neutralize   root causes.

• Choose one or two indicators that will verify that the gap has been 

reduced.

• Develop an action plan with activities, person responsible, indicators, a 

calendar.

Some Valuable Tips for Building Action Plan 



Building an Action Plan – In Search of Better Solutions 

What is PCP(Project Concept Paper) 



Building an Action Plan – In Search of Better Solutions 

How to write a PCP 



Building an Action Plan – In Search of Better Solutions 

What are the Contents of PCP 



Building an Action Plan – In Search of Better Solutions 

The Five Elements of a PCP 



Building an Action Plan – In Search of Better Solutions 

The Five Elements of a PCP 



Building an Action Plan – In Search of Better Solutions 

The Five Elements of a PCP 



Building an Action Plan – In Search of Better Solutions 

How to write a PCP 



Building an Action Plan – In Search of Better Solutions 

• Towards the middle and end of the Program(February14, 18, 20, 22), a 

workshop will be held for the presentations of the Action Plan.

• Each presentation will be followed by a Q&A and discussion session 

attended by the presenters, program participants, experts, lecturers, etc.

Action Plan Presentation Workshop



Implementation – Putting the Action Plan into Practice 

It is our hope that the Action Plan can be used 

for  the development of the policies and systems 

in the respective government agencies concerned 

of  your country. 



Thank you!


